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PRESS RELEASE 
 

New conveyor belt for Rotex 
 

Vicon Introduces new conveyor belt for Rotex 402, 452, 552 
 

01.09.2018, Kerteminde, Denmark 

Vicon launches its new side delivery belt for loader wagons with discharge roller. 
A convenient system for daily grazing with easy operation. 
 

 
Convenient add on for depositing 

 
2300mm x 800mm to deposit 
A cross conveyor belt allows depositing feed in a regular and flat feed swath. Feed to be 
pushed later remains fresh, the feed intake of the cows increases. With this unique, reliable 
and long-life cross conveyor belt you and your cows only can benefit. 
 
Flexible and efficient belt 
The conveyor belt itself is equipped with conveying slats of different heights. On the side of 
the machine, there are lower slats on the rugged PVC belt, providing for clog-free transport 
of the feed. On the opposite side of the discharge door, higher slats considerably increase 
the conveying performance. As the slats are divided in the middle, the belt remains flexible 
even with different load and is therefore reliable and low-wear. A profile welded inside 
ensures that the belt runs exactly straight. 
 
Double drive 
Drive motors on both sides always drive the conveyor belt in pull direction, no matter what 
side discharge is carried out. Together with the self-cleaners inside, this design reduces wear 
to a minimum. 
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Robust frame construction 
With the heavy-duty undercarriage in combination with a sliding system, the conveyor belt is 
settled stabile underneath the wagon. For transport, the conveyor belt can therefore be slide 
underneath the wagon or just kept out. 
 
Easy to operate 
With the ISOBUS connection, it is an easy operation from the Terminal. All adjustments like 
scraper floor speed and deposit direction have to be selected from the cabin. 
The conveyor belt can be slide in/out manually by one person. 
 

  
Robust undercarriage for transport and/or when using as common loader wagon. 
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Download high-resolution images of the Vicon conveyor belt here: 

Download Conveyor belt image 01 
 Text: Vicon conveyor belt, made for all conditions and long life-time 

Download Conveyor belt image 02 
 Text: Vicon conveyor belt, robust undercarriage with sliding system 

Download Conveyor belt image 03 
 Text: Vicon conveyor belt, easy isobus operation 

 
 

*** 
 

Vicon is a brand of Vicon Group 
Vicon Group is a leading international company developing, producing and distributing agricultural 
machinery and services. Strong focus on innovation allows us to provide a unique and broad product 
range with high quality. Vicon Group offers an extensive package aimed at the professional farming 
community, covering the areas of soil preparation, seeding, forage and bale equipment, spreading, 
spraying and electronic solutions for agricultural tractors and machinery. For more information on 
Vicon Group visit www.Vicongroup.com  
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For Details, Contact: 

Matthias Eichenseer 

Product Manager, Loader Wagons 

Vicon Group Gottmadingen 

Tel. +49 170 730 3581 

Email: matthias.eichenseer@kvernelandgroup.com 
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